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The purpose of the B2B Funnel Benchmarks is to reveal the 
average cost of stages across the funnel. Comparing 
performance to the average across advertisers allows us to 
see how we’re doing compared to colleagues and other 
marketers. It also allows us to learn whether we should be 
better optimizing our campaigns.

Performance varies across industry verticals and lead sources. 
You can’t compare enterprise sales with companies that sell 
SMB. Therefore, we advise taking the numbers with a grain of 
salt. If you’re selling enterprise, expect your cost per lead to be 
higher and your conversion rate to be lower. If you’re selling to 
SMB, expect your cost per lead to be lower.



Across all verticals and channels, we’re seeing that the 
average conversion from website to lead is 4%. The 
average conversion rate from lead to MQL is 23%. The 
average conversion rate from MQL to opportunity is 27%, 
and the average conversion rate from Opportunity to Deal 
is 24%.

Methodology Overall Conversion Rates and Cost
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To develop the B2B Funnel Benchmarks, Dealtale 
reviewed the performance results of companies that 
gave their consent to participate in this study. We’ve 
calculated the conversion rate from lead to MQL, SQL 
and opportunities based on their data contained on 
the platform. The cost data was sourced directly from 
the advertising platforms. 

For example, we analyzed all leads coming from 
Google Ads, and then looked at the share of leads 
that converted to MQLs, SQLs, and opportunities. 
Then, we looked at the cost of these Google Ads 
leads and calculated the cost per lead, cost per MQL 
and cost per SQL.  
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A website visitor costs $1.4 on average. A lead costs $37.8. An MQL costs $164.0, and an Opportunity costs $604.0. A B2B deal 
costs $2,537.
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Cost per Stage in the Funnel



When we’re looking specifically at the funnel 
coming from Google Ads, we’re seeing 4% 
conversion rate from website visitor to lead, 
which is similar to the overall. Lead to MQL is 
67%, pretty high conversion rate to MQLs. MQL 
to opportunity though drops to only 14% and 
opportunity to deal is 18%.

Cost and Conversion Rate
of the Google Funnel
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On Google Ads specifically across industry verticals, cost per website visitor is $4.5, a lead costs $105.7. The cost per MQL is 
$158.1 and the overall cost per opportunity is $1,106.4. The cost per deal is higher--$6,269.6. 
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Cost per Stage in the Funnel: Google Ads



1 Conclusion

The B2B funnel benchmarks allow us to compare performance across 
advertisers to see performance all the way to the deal. If you’re interested 

in learning more on how to improve your advertising with Dealtale, feel 
free to schedule your demo at www.dealtale.com.



Schedule your demo at 

www.dealtale.com


